CXCL13-producing $T_{FH}$ cells link immune suppression and adaptive memory in human breast cancer
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T follicular helper cells ($T_{FH}$ cells) are important regulators of antigen-specific B cell responses. The B cell chemoattractant CXCL13 has recently been linked with $T_{FH}$ cell infiltration and improved survival in human cancer. Although human $T_{FH}$ cells can produce CXCL13, their immune functions are currently unknown. This study presents data from human breast cancer, advocating a role for tumor-infiltrating CXCL13-producing ($CXCR5^+$) $T_{FH}$ cells, here named $T_{FH-X13}$ cells, in promoting local memory B cell differentiation. $T_{FH-X13}$ cells potentially trigger tertiary lymphoid structure formation and thereby generate germinal center B cell responses at the tumor site. Follicular DCs are not potent CXCL13 producers in breast tumor tissues. We used the $T_{FH}$ cell markers PD-1 and ICOS to identify distinct effector and regulatory CD4+ T cell subpopulations in breast tumors. $T_{FH-X13}$ cells are an important component of the PD-1ICOShi effector subpopulation and coexpanded with PD-1ICOShiFOXP3hiTregs. IL2 deprivation induces CXCL13 expression in vitro with a synergistic effect from TGFβ1, providing insight into $T_{FH-X13}$ cell differentiation in response to Treg accumulation, similar to conventional $T_{FH}$ cell responses. Our data suggest that human $T_{FH-X13}$ cell differentiation may be a key factor in converting Treg-mediated immune suppression to de novo activation of adaptive antitumor humoral responses in the chronic inflammatory breast cancer microenvironment.

Introduction

T follicular helper cells ($T_{FH}$ cells) are a functionally distinct CD4+ T cell subpopulation that differentiate in secondary lymphoid organ germinal centers (GC) and play critical roles generating and maintaining Ab-producing and memory B cells (1). As an important component of the immune response to viral infection, $T_{FH}$ cells have a contributory role in autoimmunity (2). Recent analysis of human blood identified 3 major functional subsets ($T_{FH-1}$, $T_{FH-2}$, and $T_{FH-17}$) (3), with specific $T_{FH}$ subsets correlated with broad neutralizing anti-viral Ab or auto-Ab (4).

Studies of $T_{FH}$ cells in cancer are fairly recent. We identified them in human breast cancer (BC) as residents of peritumoral tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS) and associated their presence with CXCL13 expression (5). In colorectal cancer, CXCL13 was detected in both T cells and tumor cells with a CXCL13 deletion linked to fewer infiltrating $T_{FH}$ and B cells (6). Both studies show that high CXCL13 gene expression is a strong predictor for better patient outcome; however, discrepancies in human and animal model studies concerning pro- or antitumor activities by CXCL13 suggest that its role in cancer merits further investigation.

Known as a potent B cell chemoattractant, CXCL13 is a key factor for initiating secondary lymphoid organ development (7). It is required for early recruitment of lymphoid tissue inducer cells and functions upstream of other early signals, including the lymphotxin-β receptor (8). De novo TLS formation in chronically inflamed tissues has been correlated with allograft rejection, autoimmune disease progression (9), and improved cancer outcomes (10). Influenza-induced TLS in the lung (but not nearby secondary lymphoid organs) and the subsequent generation of resident memory B cells were responsible for limiting virus escape after infection (11). In some tissues, in vivo TLS formation can be initiated by mature...
CD3^+CD4^+ T cells in the absence of lymphoid tissue inducer cells (12). CXCL13 has been specifically associated with TLS development. Ectopic CXCL13 expression is sufficient for recruiting B cells and inducing TLS formation in nonlymphoid tissues (13), while inhibiting CXCL13 disrupts their formation (14). In murine secondary lymphoid organs, CXCL13 is principally produced by stromal cells resident in B cell follicles, including follicular DCs (FDC) (15) and marginal reticular cells (the latter absent in TLS) (16). Contrary to mice (17, 18), in humans there is evidence that GC T<sub>FH</sub> cells can be potent CXCL13 producers (19–22), although their physiological role is unclear.

GC T<sub>FH</sub> cells coexpress the highest levels of surface PD-1, CXCR5 (the CXCL13 receptor), and ICOS, with BCL6 as their distinguishing transcription factor and IL21 as their characteristic cytokine (23). Surface CD200, a designated T<sub>FH</sub> marker, also increases in some inflammatory conditions (24). We identified PD-1<sup>hi</sup>CD200<sup>hi</sup>CD4<sup>+</sup> tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) in human BC specifically expressing CXCL13 (5, 25), but curiously, the majority were CXCR5<sup>-</sup> cells located both in TLS containing a GC (TLS/GC) and the tumor bed. CXCR5<sup>-</sup>CXCL13<sup>+</sup>CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells have also been detected in rheumatoid synovitis from patients but were not viewed as T<sub>FH</sub> cells because of their CXCR5 negativity (26, 27).

A recent study found that TGFβ1 is a key CXCL13-inducing factor in human blood CD4^+ T cells, triggering CXCR5<sup>+</sup> T cell and B cell migration (28). The work reported here and our other recent experiments (data not shown) found that IL2 deprivation is critical for CXCL13 induction, with TGFβ1 providing a synergistic signal only. IL2 has previously been found to negatively regulate T<sub>FH</sub> cell differentiation (29), while IL2 consumption by Tregs was shown to be essential for murine T<sub>FH</sub> development and the subsequent GC response (30). This data suggest that the balance between these CD4^+ subpopulations is influenced by their surrounding microenvironment.

The present study extends our previous findings (5) by showing CD4^+ (and some CD8^+) TIL, but not FDC, are major CXCL13 producers in human BC. The phenotypic characteristics of these CXCL13^+CD4^+ TIL, their relative importance within the CD4^+ T cell compartment, and their role(s) in BC-associated TLS are examined. We detected an accumulation of activated Tregs in parallel with CXCL13^+CD4^+ TIL, which may influence their expansion. We further found that CXCL13^+CD4^+ TIL potentially promote TLS formation and are correlated with B cell infiltration and GC maturation at the tumor site. Due to the unique role of CXCL13^+CD4^+ TIL shown here, their production of CXCL13, and a significant presence in BC, we designate this CD4^+ T<sub>FH</sub> subpopulation as T<sub>FH</sub>X13 cells.

**Results**

**CD4^+ TIL are the principal cellular source of CXCL13 in human BC.** Our previous study detected high levels of CXCL13 transcripts in CD4^+ TIL purified from BC (5). These experiments identified a positive association between CXCL13 and patient disease-free survival or response to chemotherapy, an observation supported by other reports (31–34). Previously, we excluded significant CXCL13 production by breast tumor cells (5); however, this earlier work did not specifically address whether FDC in the GC of BC-associated TLS were also key CXCL13 producers, as reported for secondary lymphoid organs (15) and human lung tumor–associated TLS (35).

The present study explored the significance of CXCL13 expression by CD4^+ TIL and FDC from human BC using several approaches. A retrospective BC cohort (patient data in Supplemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.91487DS1) was evaluated to determine the prognostic values for CXCL13 and FDC. Tumors were equally divided based on high, intermediate, and low CXCL13 gene expression, which stratified patients into groups with significant differences in disease-free and overall survival, either for the entire cohort or the chemotherapytreated subgroup (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 1A). Multivariate Cox analysis shows CXCL13 is an independent prognostic factor in BC (Supplemental Table 1). The size of this dataset is too small to provide statistically significant analyses of the 4 BC molecular subtypes (Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2<sup>+</sup>, and triple negative [TN]); however, when low CXCL13–expressing Luminal A tumors are excluded, the P values for both disease-free and overall survival are similarly significant. Alternatively, FDC positivity (using IHC-stained tissue sections from this series scored for a CD23<sup>hi</sup> network; data not shown) does not predict significant differences in either disease-free or overall survival (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 1A), suggesting that FDC are unlikely a major source of CXCL13 in BC. Analysis of human BC TCGA RNA sequencing data (TCGA Research Network: http://cancergenome.nih.gov) supports this conclusion by showing that T, B, or T<sub>FH</sub> cell marker genes are better correlated with CXCL13 than FDC marker genes.
for all BC subtypes (Supplemental Table 2). CXCL13 protein expression by FDC was further explored using confocal microscopy to examine four BCs containing multiple TLS. Small CXCL13+ cells (likely lymphocytes) and FDC (CD21hi network) were not colocalized in these tumors (Figure 1, B and C). Tonsils have a dense FDC network so the distinction is less obvious; however, the majority of CXCL13+ tonsillar cells are CD21– lymphocytes in and around GC-resident FDC (Supplemental Figure 1D). Confirming our previous observation that breast tumor cells are not CXCL13 producers (5), no significant positive (and some negative) correlations between CXCL13 and tumor cell marker genes were observed (Supplemental Table 2).

Our previous flow cytometric analysis of BC determined that CXCL13 protein expression was enriched in CD3+CD4+ T- but not B- or NK-TIL (5); however, these data were from a limited number of tumors. This present study examined CXCL13 expression in a larger number of fresh BC (n = 38; < 2-hour surgical specimens were rapidly analyzed by flow cytometry with no stimulation; patient data in Supplemental Table 3; ref. 36). The chemokine was principally detected in the lymphocyte gate with > 1% CXCL13+ TIL present in the 20 of 38 (53%) BC examined (Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 1E [gating strategies]).
Consistent with our previous observations, CXCL13+ TIL were principally in the CD3+ T cell compartment (Supplemental Figure 1F), including CD4+ but interestingly also in some CD8+ TIL (the latter at lower intensities; Figure 1, D and E). The percentage of CXCL13+ TIL within the CD4+ subpopulation is significantly higher than in the CD8+ subpopulation (Figure 1F and Supplemental Figure 1G). Examination of BC tissues using confocal microscopy validated these data, showing that CXCL13+ TIL are principally CD3+CD4+ with scattered CD3+CD8+ (Figure 1G and Supplemental Figure 1H).

Our earlier work determined that CD4+ TIL with a TFH cell phenotype (PD-1hiCD200hi) were specifically associated with CXCL13 expression and expanded in highly infiltrated BC (5). The data in Figure 1 validate the CD4+ TIL compartment as the principal source of CXCL13 in human BC and show that their frequencies vary between individual tumors. The data presented throughout this study support a T FH cell nature for CXCL13+CD4+ TIL, and therefore, for simplicity, we identify them as T FH X13 cells.
PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{int} and PD-1^{int}ICOS^{hi} CD4^{+} TIL are activated subpopulations containing T_{FH}X13 and Tregs, respectively. Increased expression of FOXP3, T_{FH} and Th1 (but not Th2 or Th17) genes was previously detected in our analysis of purified CD4^{+} TIL from highly infiltrated BC (5). The relationship and balance between the different CD4^{+} TIL subpopulations (Th1, Tregs, and T_{FH}/T_{FH}X13 cells) could provide insight on differences in the BC microenvironment with potential clinical relevance. A series of fresh BC tissues (n = 42; Supplemental Table 3) were examined for CXCL13 expression, together with consensus T_{FH} markers (PD-1, CXCR5, and ICOS; determined in studies of human tonsils; ref. 23), Th1 (T-bet), and Treg (FOXP3) lineage–specifying transcription factors (37) and the proliferation marker Ki67 (Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 2). Peripheral blood (PB) from healthy donors (D-PB) and BC patients (P-PB) (Supplemental Table 3), mammary reduction tissues, benign breast tumors, and nonadjacent nontumor BC tissues were used as controls.

An unexpected but interesting initial observation was the segregation of CD4^{+} TIL into 3 distinct subpopulations: PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{-int}, PD-1^{int}ICOS^{hi}, and PD-1^{int}ICOS^{hi} TIL (Figure 2A) based on these 2 markers alone. The PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{int} and PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{hi} subpopulations are enriched in BC, with negligible levels detected in...
other breast tissues (Supplemental Figure 2A). T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 cells are uniquely found in PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL, while PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{-}\) TIL are principally FOXP3\(^{+}\)CD25\(^{+}\) Tregs (Figure 2, B–D, and Supplemental Figure 2B). Small proportions of FOXP3\(^{+}\)/CD25\(^{-}\) TIL are also detected in the other 2 subpopulations, likely reflecting activated T cells and/or uncommitted/resting Tregs (38, 39). Both PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{+}\) and PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{-}\) TIL contain more proliferative (Ki67\(^{+}\)) cells than PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL (Figure 2, B and E), suggesting that these subpopulations are more activated. Interestingly, the proportion of FOXP3\(^{+}\) cells within the Ki67\(^{-}\)/CD4\(^{+}\) subpopulation is lower in mammary reduction tissues and benign breast tumors compared with BC (Figure 2F). The majority of CXCR5\(^{+}\) cells were in the PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL (Supplemental Figure 2C), with a low frequency of conventional T\(_{\text{FH}}\) cells (PD-1\(^{-}\)CXCR5\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\)) detected in BC.

T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL (>1% of total CD4\(^{+}\)) were detectable in 20 of 38 (53%) BC (Supplemental Figure 2D), while FOXP3\(^{+}\) TIL (>5%) were present in 33 of 33 (100%) BC. No CXCL13\(^{+}\) (1<%) and only low FOXP3 expression was measurable in D-PB/P-PB and nonmalignant breast tissues (Figure 2, C and D). High proportions (>5%) of T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL are most frequently detected in histological grade 3 tumors, in contrast with FOXP3\(^{+}\) TIL found at high levels (>15%) in both grade 2 and grade 3 BC (Supplemental Figure 2E). High CXCL13 gene expression is associated with survival independent of tumor grade (Supplemental Figure 2F). T-bet expression was not sufficient to differentiate Th1 from either T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 or Treg TIL, since its expression was significant in both PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{+}\)/CXCL13\(^{+}\) and PD-1\(^{+}\)ICOS\(^{+}\)/FOXP3\(^{+}\) TIL (Figure 2, G–I). An interesting difference was seen between mammary reduction tissues and benign breast tumors, with the latter containing higher proportions of T-bet\(^{+}\) but not FOXP3\(^{+}\)/CD4\(^{+}\) T cells (Figure 2, D and J).

An increase in PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL is linked with T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL expansion accompanied by Treg accumulation. IFN\(_{\gamma}\) protein expression was used as a prototypic Th1 marker to further analyze BC tissues for the broad T-bet staining observed in CD4\(^{+}\) TIL. IFN\(_{\gamma}\) cells are readily detectable in BC; however, its expression in T cells is sporadic, with the majority of IFN\(_{\gamma}\) cells negative for the markers T-bet, CD3, and CD8 (Supplemental Figure 3, A–C). IFN\(_{\gamma}\)/T-bet cells are principally resident in the stroma (n = 9) and were detected in all tumors examined, including TIL\(^{+}\)/BC. CXCL13\(^{+}\) TIL are abundant in some BC tumor beds but are rarely found in the proximity of IFN\(_{\gamma}\) cells. Despite the low sensitivity of detection for IFN\(_{\gamma}\) protein in T cells, IFNG transcripts correlated positively with CXCL13 in both CD4\(^{+}\) and CD4-depleted fresh BC homogenates (Figure 3A) (5). We also examined gene expression in CD4\(^{+}\) TIL subpopulations sorted on PD-1 and ICOS, with the CXCR5-enriched PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL further subdivided into CXCR5\(^{+}\) and CXCR5\(^{-}\) (Figure 3B). The T\(_{\text{FH}}\) cell marker genes BCL6, CXCL13, and ILL21, along with IFNG, were all enriched in PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL, suggesting the presence of effector cells (including T\(_{\text{FH}}\) cells) in this CD4\(^{+}\) TIL subpopulation. PCDC1 (PD-1), TRB21 (T-bet), and FOXP3 gene expression mirrored the flow cytometry protein data (Figure 2).

The broad range of T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 cell frequencies in PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL detected in different tumors (Figure 2C) suggests that acquisition of CXCL13 expression could be progressive. Thus, as PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL accumulate in the tumor (Figure 3C, left graph), T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL first rapidly increase, followed by a heterogeneous stage (blue zone) before finally reaching a dominant equilibrium. This directly contrasts with FOXP3\(^{+}\) cell accumulation in the same subpopulation (Supplemental Figure 3D). In line with the enrichment of other cytokines (IFNG and ILL21), we detected some Ki67\(^{+}\), T-bet\(^{+}\), or BCL6\(^{+}\) cells that were negative for both FOXP3 and CXCL13 in PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) TIL (Supplemental Figure 3E). As this subpopulation accumulates, the global extent of Ki67\(^{+}\)/FOXP3/CXCL13/PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\)/CD4\(^{+}\) TIL increases linearly, in contrast with the limited accrual of Ki67\(^{-}\)/CXCL13/FOXP3/PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\)/CD4\(^{-}\) TIL (Figure 3C, right graphs). These data suggest that the PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) subpopulation (in contrast with the PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) subpopulation) contains significant numbers of effector cells other than T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL. T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 cells appear to specifically differentiate in a substantial number of BC, where they constitute an important component of effector CD4\(^{+}\) TIL.

Globally, proliferation was better correlated with CXCL13\(^{+}\) than FOXP3\(^{+}\)/CD4\(^{+}\) TIL (Figure 3D), suggesting that CXCL13 is more consistently expressed by activated TIL. A modest positive correlation was observed between CXCL13 and FOXP3 expression, which improved significantly by comparing PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) (effector including T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13) with PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\)/Treg TIL (Figure 3E). Significant proportions of both subpopulations were detected in 18 of 40 (45%) BC analyzed with 4 tumors (10%) containing an unbalanced, high proportion of PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\)/(FOXP3\(^{+}\)/Treg) TIL. One interpretation is that, in some tumors, Treg activation and accumulation influences T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 and other effector CD4\(^{+}\) TIL responses. Alternatively, T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL accumulation might limit Treg expansion. The latter interpretation is supported by our data that T\(_{\text{FH}}\)X13 TIL increase linearly, reaching parity with FOXP3\(^{+}\)/CD4\(^{+}\) TIL (Figure 3F, left graph). The proportion of PD-1\(^{+}\)/ICOS\(^{+}\) effector TIL increases rapidly...
to 1.8-fold more than PD-1=ICOS Treg TIL, but this expansion is stable only in T_{FHX13} TIL-rich BC (≥15% of CD4 TIL; Figure 3F, red zone, right graph, and Supplemental Figure 3F).

BC T_{FHX13} TIL are phenotypically different from their tonsillar counterparts. The apparent preferential accumulation of T_{FHX13} TIL in the effector CD4 TIL subpopulation led us to examine their phenotype, differentiation, and function(s) in greater detail. Previously, we ascertained that T_{FHX13} TIL were atypically CXCR5– (5); therefore, an extended panel of markers was used to compare them with their tonsillar counterparts (Figure 4A). TFHX13 cells in both tissues express the highest levels of PD-1, CD200, and TIGIT and are similarly intracellular CTLA-4+ (iCTLA-4+) and CD25lo. Significant differences were detected for ICOS and BCL6 (and CXCR5), with their downregulation detected on BC T_{FHX13} TIL (predominantly CXCR5–) compared with tonsillar T_{FHX13} cells. iCTLA-4 is coexpressed with surface ICOS on global CD4 TIL (Supplemental Figure 4A). CXCR5+ TIL (both CD4+ and CD8+) proliferate minimally and express low levels of CD25 and FOXP3, suggesting that they are primarily resting cells (Figure 4B). Our previous experiments demonstrated that primary tumor supernatant downregulates CXCR5 expression on D-PB CD4 T cells (5), an effect we reproduced here using CD4 T cells purified from tonsils (Figure 4C). This suggests that CXCR5 expression is regulated by factors present in the tumor microenvironment; however, this is not mediated by ligand-induced receptor downregulation, since CXCL13 treatment had no discernable effect.

**Figure 4. Immunophenotype of breast cancer (BC) T_{FHX13} tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) in comparison with their counterparts from blood and tonsils.** Flow cytometric analyses showing: (A) T_{FHX13} and Treg/activation marker expression on CXCL13+CD4 T cells in fresh tissue homogenates from a representative tonsil and BC; (B) proliferation and activation markers associated with CXCR5+CD4+ or CXCR5+CD8+ TIL; (C) CXCR5 expression on tonsillar CD4 T cells indicating (top) ± primary tumor supernatant (SN: representative data shown for 3 tonsils using 12 BC SN) and (bottom) ± CXCL13 (representative data shown for 3 tonsils); (D) CXCL13 expression after stimulation of healthy donor peripheral blood (D-PB) with αCD3/αCD28 Ab or Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB); and (E) expression of the markers in A plus T-bet on stimulated D-PB CD4 T cells.
CXCL13 protein is undetectable in fresh D-PB and P-PB CD4+ T cells (Supplemental Figure 4B) but can be induced by activation (Figure 4D). Similar to BC, CD4+, and CD8+ (to a lesser extent) T cells are the major D-PB populations induced to express CXCL13. In vitro–stimulated CXCL13+CD4+ T cells acquire a phenotype (PD-1hiCD200hiCTLA-4hiICOShiBCL6hiT-bethi; Figure 4E) similar to BC TₘhiX₁₃ TIL. A notable difference is the partial preservation of CXCR5 positivity on activated D-PB CD4+ T cells, which is an important distinction with BC CD4+ TIL. Similar to recently activated T cells, CD25 expression is elevated on CXCL13+ cells but lower than on FOXP3hi cells (Supplemental Figure 4C). An unexpected difference was observed in TIGIT expression, with distinct CXCL13’TIGIThi and CXCL13’TIGITlo subpopulations detected. CXCL13’TIGITlo T cells are infrequent in tonsils and BC, tissues where TₘhiX₁₃ cells may be chronically stimulated and consequently increase their TIGIT expression.

**IL2 deprivation is critical for stimulating CXCL13 production but does not affect IFNγ expression in CD4+ T cells.** IL2 consumption by Tregs is essential for murine Tₘhi cell development and a subsequent GC response (30). The accumulation of both Tregs and TₘhiX₁₃ TIL in BC led us to explore the IL2 pathway during TₘhiX₁₃ cell differentiation. Compared with activation alone, the addition of an IL2-blocking Ab (aIL2) induced significantly higher levels of CXCL13 in D-PB CD4+ T cells (Figure 5A). Differences detected between αCD3/αCD28 and Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) stimulation are likely due to their ability to activate all or a fraction of CD4+ T cells, respectively. In contrast with TGFβ1 treatment, IL2 deprivation significantly reduces FOXP3hi cells (Supplemental Figure 5A). Increases in CXCL13+ and decreases in FOXP3+CD4+ T cells are well correlated and aIL2 dose dependent (Supplemental Figure 5B). TGFβ1 was recently shown to be critical for inducing CXCL13 expression in naive CD4+ T cells, with IL2 blockade amplifying this TGFβ1 effect (28). In our experiments, TGFβ1 alone plus SEB activation had no effect on CXCL13 expression but, together with IL2 deprivation, elicited a significant increase (Figure 5B). This effect could also be indirectly triggered by TGFβ1-mediated Treg expansion, which increases IL2 consumption. Our in vitro data nevertheless show that TₘhiX₁₃ cells can differentiate in an IL2-restricted, TGFβ1-rich microenvironment. Collectively, these data parallel human BC TCGA RNA sequencing data (TCGA Research Network: http://cancergenome.nih.gov) showing a homogenous absence of IL2 together with high TGFB1, low IFNG, and broad CXCL13 gene expression (Figure 5C).

A fraction of induced CXCL13+CD4+ T cells also produce IFNγ, most apparent in the SEB-activated group (Supplemental Figure 5, C and D). CXCL13 and IFNγ are principally produced by cells expressing the highest levels of PD-1 and ICOS, although the distinct subpopulations detected in CD4+ TIL are not present in D-PB CD4+ T cells activated in vitro (Supplemental Figure 5E). IL2 is a known critical factor for CD8+ T cell IFNγ production; however, our experiments reveal that IL2 deprivation has little impact on IFNγ expression in SEB-activated CD4+ T cells (Figure 5E). Alternatively, TGFβ1 specifically reduces IFNγ expression in the major FOXP3hi subpopulation (Figure 5D), while IL2 deprivation only affects production by the minor FOXP3lo subpopulation (Supplemental Figure 5F). aIL2 treatment of CD4+ TIL did not markedly affect IFNγ expression, despite a net reduction in FOXP3hi cells (Figure 5F and Supplemental Figure 5G).

TₘhiX₁₃ cells are correlated with B cell maturation in BC TIL. Our data show that the immunosuppressive BC microenvironment can be permissive for TₘhiX₁₃ TIL accumulation. While CXCL13 expression is strongly associated with improved patient survival, whether TₘhiX₁₃ TIL mediate this beneficial effect is unknown. To gain insight, we examined CXCR5 expression levels on BC TIL subpopulations, finding that CXCR5+ TIL are primarily B cells, although expression on B-TIL is globally reduced compared with P-PB (Figure 6A and Supplemental Figure 6A [gating strategies]). Interestingly, significant CXCR5 expression on CD8+ T cells was only observed in BC. The best correlation between individual CXCR5+ TIL subpopulations and total CXCL13+ TIL was with CXCR5+ B-TIL (Figure 6B).

Previously, we detected TₘhiX₁₃ TIL in BC TLS/GCs at the tumor site (5, 25). The majority of TₘhiX₁₃ TIL are CXCR5+, but small numbers of CXCR5–PD-1hiCXCL13+/- TIL (similar to tonsillar GC Tₘhi Cells) are found in some tumors, while other TₘhiX₁₃ TIL-rich BC have none (Figure 6C). For example, 2 BC (MIU-FT-0181 and MIU-FT-0184; Figure 6D) are both TₘhiX₁₃ TIL rich, but only 0181 (upper plots) has detectable GC Tₘhi TIL. GC B-TIL (CD38hiIgD+, lymphocyte gate) are 2-fold higher in 0181, with a distinct GC phenotype detected only in this tumor. Although proliferating B-TIL in both tumors have an isotype-switched IgD+ phenotype, the majority in 0184 (lower plots) are CD27hi (memory) in contrast with 0181 (CD27low naive). These data can be interpreted as reflecting ongoing GC B cell maturation in 0181, in contrast with a mature post-GC response in 0184. We more closely examined the B-TIL in the total (viable)
cell gate, which allowed more accurate identification of plasmablasts/plasma cells (PC; CD38\(^{+}\)IgD\(^{-}\) or CD38\(^{+}\)CD27\(^{int/hi}\)) and found that the sum of GC B-TIL plus PC-TIL is similar in both tumors, with proliferating PC 3-fold higher in 0184 than 0181. GC B-TIL (lymphocyte gate) levels appear to reflect rarer tumors containing GC TFH TIL, while total TFHX13 TIL numbers are much more abundant and correlated with GC B-TIL plus PC-TIL (total cell gate; Figure 6E). The proportion of CD27\(^{+}\) memory cells (excluding PC) or PC-TIL within the total proliferating (Ki67\(^{+}\)) B-TIL subpopulation (in the lymphocyte or total cell gate, respectively) are perfectly correlated (Figure 6F and Supplemental Figure 6B [gating strategies]), suggesting that they may mature together.

Further investigation into the significance of CXCL13 expression by TFH cells was addressed using gene expression analysis of PD-1 and ICOS-defined tonsillar CD4\(^{+}\) T cell subpopulations (Figure 6G and Supplemental Figure 6C). PD-1\(^{int}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) cells are at low frequencies, while the PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) subpopulation appears to be transitioning to PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) (GC TFH phenotype; Supplemental Figure 6D) in tonsils. The tonsillar PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) subpopulation contains a substantial proportion of CD45RA\(^{-}\)CCR7\(^{-}\)CXCR5\(^{-}\) naive cells that are PD-1\(^{-}\) (Supplemental Figure 6E; low frequency in BC), so these cells were further separated into memory and naive cells (CD45RA\(^{-}\) and CD45RA\(^{+}\), respectively; Figure 6H). Similar to TIL subpopulations, tonsillar PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) CD4\(^{+}\) T cells express the highest levels of CXCL13 and IL21 gene transcripts (Figure 6I). PDCD1 and IL21 transcripts gradually decrease from PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) to PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) naive cells. CXCL13 increases are most pronounced in the PD-1\(^{hi}\)ICOS\(^{hi}\) group, suggesting it might be more specific for tonsillar GC TFH cells than either PDCD1 or IL21. These data support a view that CXCL13 is specific for TFH cell differentiation and thereby important for GC responses.
TFHX13 TIL recruit B-TIL, leading to formation of functional GC at the tumor site. The abundance of CXCL13+ TIL in the tumor bed led us to specifically analyze intratumoral B-TIL (apart from the more abundant stromal B-TIL) using a sizable BC series (n = 51; Supplemental Table 1). Significant numbers (≥ 1%) of intratumoral B-TIL were detected in 16 of 51 BC with lower levels (0%–1%) observed in half of the remaining samples (17 of 35; Figure 7A). Intratumoral B-TIL abundance is significantly correlated with CXCL13 gene expression. BC with undetectable intratumoral B-TIL (n = 18) are associated with reduced disease-free and overall survival, while high CXCL13 gene expression consistently predicts better clinical outcomes (Figure 7B and Supplemental Figure 7A).
Confocal microscopy was next used to examine BC tissue for interactions between $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 and B-TIL. A TLS/GC (containing Ki67+CD20+ B-TIL) located at the tumor bed border is shown in Figure 7C. Numerous CXCL13+ TIL are detectable both within the TLS/GC and infiltrating the tumor bed, sometimes next to B-TIL. CXCL13+ TIL are also detectable in proximity to IgA+ or IgG+ (CD20+) PC (Figure 7D). Deep in the tumor bed, where TIL are infrequent, a few B-TIL are seen in close proximity or in direct contact with proliferating CXCL13+ TIL (Figure 7E). These data suggest that CXCL13 secreted by $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL may recruit and guide B-TIL infiltration and migration in the tumor bed.

Rare tumor bed–located B cell follicles were detected in 1 BC (Figure 7F) where dense CD3+ TIL surround the tumor bed and also form a bridge through the middle. Individual B-TIL, as well as compact follicles, are associated with these CD3+ TIL (principally CD4+; Supplemental Figure 7B). Isolated B cell follicles (containing CD4+ TIL) were detected on both sides of the bridge (Figure 7F), with one examined in detail (Figure 7G). A dense CD4+ TIL bridge is opposite this B cell follicle, with a concentration of CXCL13+ TIL (principally CD4+CD8− $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL) at the border facing the follicle and B-TIL appearing to migrate between the two (Figure 7G, zoomed area 1). Some $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL are located in the follicle (Figure 7G, zoomed area 2), but higher concentrations are visible in small CD4+ TIL aggregates that contain only a few B-TIL (Figure 7G, zoomed area 3). These observations favor the concept that $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL are mediating the formation of a precursor TLS. Further supporting this idea is the obvious correlation between CXCL13 gene expression and TIL aggregate density (Supplemental Figure 7C). A few CXCL13+CD8− TIL are at the periphery of the follicle, while a density of proliferating B-TIL (reactive GC) are in the center (Figure 7G). IgG+ (but not IgA+) isotype–switched B-TIL are in the GC (some in direct contact with GC $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL), indicating that functional B cell maturation occurs in the tumor bed. In the IgG-stained section, a small concentration of CXCL13+ TIL are in the follicle, positioned across from higher concentrations of CXCL13+ TIL on the bridge. These CXCL13+ TIL may attract B-TIL recruited to the bridge and direct their migration to the follicle. Together, these data suggest that $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL (potentially in cooperation with CXCL13+CD8− TIL) play important roles in recruiting and guiding B cell migration in human BC. $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL also appear to promote formation of functional TLS within the tumor, thereby providing a site for GC B-TIL to mature into Ab-secreting PC and memory cells.

Discussion

B cell–mediated humoral immune responses producing high-affinity Ab provide effective life-long protection from reinfection by most viruses. Misdirected humoral responses generate autoreactive memory B cells and auto-Ab characteristic of autoimmune diseases. In humans, their presence has been directly correlated with increased circulating $T_{\text{FHI}}$ cells and TLS/GC formation in inflamed tissues (40).

In contrast, the functional role(s) of B-TIL are currently poorly understood. Tumor-promoting activities by B cells have been commonly described in animal models (41), whereas most human studies associate B-TIL with positive cancer outcomes (42–44). The latter include dependence on a B-TIL presence for the prognostic value of CD8+ TIL (45), increased CD4+ TIL clonality linked with high B-TIL density (46), and evidence of Ag recognition, somatic hypermutation, and oligoclonality in B-TIL (45).

The B cell chemoattractant, CXCL13, has been identified as one of the most robust predictors of improved survival in human cancer (47). Data from murine studies are contradictory with IgA+ PC-mediated immune suppression linked to myofibroblast-derived CXCL13 expression in experimental prostate cancer (48), while direct antitumor effects by CXCL13 were observed in a colon cancer model (6). B cell responses may vary considerably between cancer types, murine models, and individual tumor microenvironments.

The detailed characterization of BC $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 (CXCL13-producing $T_{\text{FHI}}$) TIL presented here reveals their presence is tightly linked with B cell maturation at the tumor site. $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL accumulation in BC is characterized by B-TIL and tumor-associated TLS, potentially following a phase of Treg-mediated immunosuppression. The importance of B cell maturation at the tumor site is corroborated by a recent ovarian cancer study linking IgG+ oligoclonal PC surrounding TLS with robust, prognostically favorable CD8+ TIL responses (49).

The role of $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 cells in immunity is unknown, likely due to the lack of an identified equivalent in murine models. We detected CXCL13+ TIL in the tumor bed distant from TLS/GC (5), which led us to explore their $T_{\text{FHI}}$ cell identity. BC $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL have some phenotypic characteristics similar to $T_{\text{FHI}}$ cells in secondary lymphoid organs; however, CXCR5, their hallmark receptor (for CXCL13), is absent on most. We found that PD-1hiCXCR5hi GC $T_{\text{FHI}}$ TIL parallel GC B-TIL, while total $T_{\text{FHI}}$X13 TIL, detected in 50% of
Figure 7. Spatial relationships and interaction between tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) subpopulations in human breast cancer–associated (BC-associated) tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS). (A) CXCL13 gene expression in BC samples scored for intratumoral (apart from the more abundant stromal) B-TIL (% CD20+ scored on IHC-stained sections by trained pathologists). One-way ANOVA followed by Sidak’s test. (B) Kaplan-Meier analysis of disease-free survival for 51 BC patients stratified on CD20 (IHC scores defined in A) or CXCL13 gene expression (qPCR). (C–E, G) Immunofluorescence (IF) staining of BC...
tissue sections for: CXCL13+ TIL (red), CD20+ B-TIL (green), and a third marker (blue); the zoomed areas are defined by white boxes. In some images, the contrast was enhanced by turning down DAPI (gray) intensity. White and yellow scale bars: 100 μm and 10 μm, respectively. (C) Tumor bed localized CXCL13+ TIL and a TLS containing Ki67+ germinal center (GC) B-TIL. (D) CXCL13+ TIL contact CD20+ IgA- or CD20+ IgG+ plasmablasts/plasma cells in the tumor bed. (E) Deep in the tumor bed, a few B-TIL interact with CXCL13+Ki67+ TIL. (F) IHC staining of BC tissue sections for CD3 (brown) and CD20 (red); B-TIL are concentrated in peri- and intratumoral TLS. The spherical tumor bed–localized TLS was IHC stained for CD4 (brown) and CD8 (red); black scale bars: 100 μm. (G) The spherical TLS in F was also IF stained for CXCL13 and CD20 plus CD4, CD8, Ki67, IgA, or IgG. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.

BC, are linearly correlated with GC B-TIL plus PC-TIL. This suggests that, although T_{PFI}X13 TIL are not GC restricted, they can mediate T_{PFI} cell–related functions. T_{PFI}X13 TIL were located in areas that reflect a role in guiding B-TIL migration and thereby likely promoting TLS/GC formation. This observation is supported by the strong correlation between T_{PFI}X13 TIL abundance and B-TIL maturation, with proliferating B-TIL ranging from naive (GC) to memory (post-TLS) cells. The association of T_{PFI}X13 TIL activities with antigen-specific anti-tumor humoral responses and memory generation may be the causal link between CXCL13 expression and positive outcomes in BC.

FDC, while present in reactive GC, are not potent CXCL13-producers in BC. Murine studies found that FDC were dispensable for GC B cell development and affinity maturation (50, 51). In humans, full characterization of early events leading to normal GC formation is difficult because tonsils, the most accessible secondary lymphoid tissue, have large B cell follicles and well-formed GC defined by a dense FDC network. The immunosuppressive BC microenvironment may inherently restrict TLS/GC formation, but — under conditions that allow T_{PFI}X13 TIL to accumulate — could promote TLS development prior to the arrival and differentiation of FDC.

Our use of PD-1 and ICOS to identify 3 distinct CD4+ TIL subpopulations may facilitate future analyses of Tregs and effector TIL. The PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{lo} (iCTLA-4^{hi}) population we identified specifically contains FOXP3^{hi} TIL, which are activated (39), suppressive Tregs, in contrast with FOXP3^{lo}IL17^{hi}CD4^{+} TIL (nonsuppressive) observed in colorectal cancer patients (37). The PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{lo} (iCTLA-4^{lo}) subpopulation contains all T_{PFI}X13 together with various effector TIL. The high proliferation rates of both these subpopulations could reflect an active response to the tumor. Interestingly, lung cancer TIL reactive to clonal neoantigens identified comparable CD4^+ phenotypes (52). PD-1^{lo}ICOS^{hi} and PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{lo} TIL are linearly correlated in 90% of BC, suggesting T_{PFI}X13 and activated Treg TIL can expand in parallel. This trend was potentially overlooked by the wide disparity in prognostic values for Treg TIL identified using FOXP3 IHC alone. Accumulation of T_{PFI}X13 TIL appears to slow Treg expansion and may be associated with long-term survival, but elevated numbers were only observed in a small fraction of patients. The ratio between PD-1^{hi}ICOS^{lo} and PD-1^{lo}ICOS^{hi} TIL may ultimately provide an additional prognostic factor for clinical outcome, but this remains to be confirmed, along with a greater understanding of T_{PFI}X13 cell differentiation and function(s) in the tumor microenvironment.

Based on our data, we hypothesize that CXCL13 expression by BC TIL can be influenced by Treg consumption and control of IL2 availability, an effect exhibited during murine T_{PFI} cell differentiation and GC responses to influenza infection (30). This idea is further supported by the dramatic increases in CXCL13 we detected in IL2-deprived D-PB CD4^+ T cells. The importance of limiting IL2 for T_{PFI} cell development was previously demonstrated by DC quenching of IL2 (53), which may require Treg cooperation (54). Taken together, these data suggest that T_{PFI}X13 cell differentiation can proceed in the same milieu that drives classical T_{PFI} cell differentiation. We also found that CXCL13 was more specific than IL21 for tonsillar T_{PFI} Cells, which links T_{PFI}X13 cells more tightly with GC responses. These data are supported by a recent study of HIV infection demonstrating that P-PB CXCL13 levels are an accurate reflection of GC T_{PFI} cell activity and the production of broad neutralizing antibodies to HIV (55). Taken together, our data suggest T_{PFI}X13 TIL differentiation in BC follows Treg accumulation and that T_{PFI}X13 TIL are likely an important T_{PFI} cell subset.

IL2 deprivation efficiently reduces FOXP3^{hi} cells without affecting D-PB CD4^+ T cell IFNγ expression in vitro, suggesting manipulation of this cytokine could be therapeutically interesting. High-dose IL2 has been successful in a few cancer patients, but it was also shown to expand P-PB ICOS^+ Tregs, leading to adverse outcomes (56, 57). In contrast, low-dose IL2 therapy has demonstrated efficacy for treating autoimmune diseases where it functions by increasing Tregs, with IL2 neutralization in animal models provoking autoimmunity (58). The generation of CD8^+ T cell memory has been shown to also depend on Treg-mediated IL2 reduction (59). Low-dose IL2 treatment further reduces B cell responses in patients with HCV-induced vasculitis without affecting their antiviral immunity (60). A selective decrease in circulating...
The efficacy of immunomodulatory therapies.

Th1 cells have been shown to play a direct role both in premalignant immune surveillance (64) and active control of postnatal mammary organogenesis and epithelial rearrangement (65). These data support the increased T-bet we detected in benign breast tumors compared with mammary reduction tissues (in the absence of the increased proportion of FOXP3+CD4+ T cells seen in invasive tumors). This suggests that Th1 responses may precede Treg accumulation, but as preinvasive lesions progress to BC, they are increasingly offset by Treg activation (PD-1hiICOShiFOXP3hi). Progressive enrichment of T\textsubscript{FH}X13 relative to other effector cells in the PD-1hiICOShi TIL may, however, continue until an equilibrium is reached with Tregs. PD-1 and ICOS (iCTLA-4) expression levels, defining 2 specific CD4+ TIL subpopulations in invasive BC, may reflect the balance between anergy or exhaustion (66) and active suppression (67) that follows activation (68).

T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL were detected in half of our BC cohort and preferentially enriched in high-grade tumors in contrast with FOXP3 (highly expressed in all tumors), suggesting that T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL differentiation follows Treg accumulation. The TGFβ1-mediated activities we observed, including IFNγ down-regulation, FOXP3 upregulation, and its synergy with αIL2 for inducing CXCL13, support the view that Treg accumulation importantly precedes T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL development. TGFβ1’s effect on CXCL13 expression suggests T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL might be refractory to TGFβ-mediated immune suppression in BC, which is supported by their abundance in the tumor bed. Their persistence in the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment could explain their ability to attract and guide B-TIL migration through the tumor. Thus, late participation by B-TIL in tumor immunity may be more effective for the generation of antitumor responses (44).

Our data, taken in context with other published research, suggest a scenario for T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL development and its consequences for BC patients: first, IL2 secreted by antigen-activated TIL facilitates Treg proliferation and accumulation at the tumor site and consequently limits IL2 availability for effector TIL; second, in the face of IL2 deprivation, some activated CD4+ TIL increase CXCL13 production, resulting in their differentiation to T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL; third, Treg accumulation increases production of suppressive factors (e.g., TGFβ1), thereby limiting IFNγ Th1 responses without affecting T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL accumulation; and finally, T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL attract and guide B-TIL migration in the tumor microenvironment, resulting in TLS initiation, GC formation, and B-TIL maturation. T\textsubscript{FH}X13 cells may be an overlooked T\textsubscript{FH} cell subset whose specialized functions are fundamental for the initiation of GC formation in humans.

In tumors expressing neoantigens, this GC response could generate long-lived antigen-specific memory B cells and PC that contribute to effective antitumor immune responses and help control the outgrowth of residual tumor cells. The balance between T\textsubscript{FH}X13 and Treg could be a critical factor for the success of this process. The modified BC immune microenvironment that follows T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL accumulation might also permit restoration of Th1 responses. Thus, T\textsubscript{FH}X13 TIL differentiation as a feedback response to overcome Treg-mediated immune suppression would have the benefit of launching a secondary round of immunity that includes humoral together with cell-mediated immune responses. Our study, identifying T\textsubscript{FH}X13 cells as a significant portion of PD-1hiICOShi (iCTLA-4hi) effector CD4+ TIL in BC, suggests that they are also potentially important targets for modulation by checkpoint inhibition in cancer.

**Methods**

Detailed methods and reagents are available in Supplemental Methods.

**Patient samples.** Tumor and blood samples were obtained from patients who underwent surgical resection for BC or benign breast tumors at the Institut Jules Bordet. Mammary reduction tissues and tonsils were obtained from CHU Saint-Pierre. Patient information is detailed in Supplemental Tables 1 and 3.

**Flow cytometry.** Tissue fragments from fresh surgical specimens were processed using mechanical dissociation (36) prior to surface or intracellular staining without Golgi-stop reagents. Plate-bound αCD3/αCD28 Ab or SEB were used for in vitro activation in the presence or absence of αIL2 Ab or TGFβ1. Data were acquired on a Navios cytometer (Beckman-Coulter).
IHC and Immunofluorescence (IF). Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tumor sections were either labeled with αCD20 or αCD23 Ab alone or dual-labeled with αCD3/αCD20 or αCD4/αCD8 by IHC. FFPE tumor and tonsil samples were labeled with αCXCL13 in conjunction with Ab to leukocyte markers before mounting in a DAPI-containing reagent for IF.

Quantitative PCR. FFPE tumor samples were extracted and analyzed using preamplification and commercially available Gene Expression Assays. Sorted tumor and tonsil CD4+ T cell subpopulations were analyzed without preamplification using the primers detailed in ref. 5.

Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 software. Student t test and one-way ANOVA were used to calculate P values for 2- and multiple-group comparisons, respectively. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, except for paired representations. Linear regression or nonlinear fit methods were applied for correlations when appropriate. P values were calculated using correlation coefficients and sample sizes. Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test was used for calculating P values for survival analyses. Multivariate Cox analysis was performed using R software. P values <0.05 are considered significant. Degrees of significance: P < 0.05 (*), P < 0.01 (**), P < 0.001 (***) , and P < 0.0001 (****).

Study approval. The present human studies were reviewed and approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Institut Jules Bordet. BC patients and blood donors provided informed consent prior to their participation in the study. Other residual tissues were obtained anonymously and without clinical data.
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